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Abstract. The term miner extractable value (MEV) has been coined
to describe the value which can be extracted by a miner from manip-
ulating the order of transactions within a given timeframe. MEV has
been deemed an important factor to assess the overall economic stabil-
ity of a cryptocurrency. This stability also influences the economically
rational choice of the security parameter k, by which a merchant defines
the number of required confirmation blocks in cryptocurrencies based
on Nakamoto consensus. Unfortunately, to the best of our knowledge,
currently no exact definition of MEV exists. In this paper, we provide
a definition in accordance to its usage throughout the community and
show that a narrow definition of MEV fails to capture the extractable
value of other actors like users. Moreover, we show that there is no glob-
ally unique MEV which can readily be determined. We further highlight
why it is hard, or even impossible, to estimate extractable value pre-
cisely, considering the uncertainties in real world systems. Finally, we
outline a peculiar yet straightforward technique for choosing the secu-
rity parameter k, which can act as a workaround to transfer the risk of
an insufficiently chosen k to another merchant.

Keywords: Miner Extractable Value · Extractable Value · Expected
Extractable Value · Cryptocurrencies · Game Theory

1 Introduction

The term miner extractable value was first introduced by Daian et al. [10] to
refer to the value which can be extracted by a miner from manipulating the
order of transactions within the blocks the respective miner creates. This ability
can be used for front running attacks [12], which can lead to guaranteed prof-
its through token arbitrage, or other related types of attacks like back-running
and combinations thereof [31]. Such attacks, which exploit the ability of miners
to arbitrarily order transactions within their blocks, are feasible and currently
observed in practice [38, 40, 36, 39]. Thus, order fairness evidently poses an is-
sue for prevalent permissionless PoW cryptocurrencies [25]. When the stakes are
sufficiently high, MEV can even incentivize blockchain forks and thereby also
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have consequences not only on transactions in future blocks, but also for the
underlying consensus-layer security [10]. Related attacks aimed in this direction
are undercutting attacks [8], time-bandit attacks [10], or more broadly: Attacks
involving economic incentives in general, such as any form of bribing attack [4,
28, 5, 27], which have been summarized under the term algorithmic incentive
manipulation [23].

Given all these attacks and their far-reaching consequences, MEV undoubt-
edly is an essential concept when reasoning about economic stability aspects
and cryptocurrency security under economical considerations. Recently, a re-
lated term called blockchain extractable value [31] (BEV) was introduced. BEV
refers to the value extractable by different forms of front running attacks which
are not necessarily performed by miners, but users. Unfortunately, in the case
of MEV as well as in the case of BEV, no exact definition was given by the
authors.

In this paper, we define and compare different forms of extractable value for
Proof-of-Work (PoW) based cryptocurrencies. Hereby, we show in a series of
observations why estimating the extractable value is hard, and in some cases
even impossible. This also addresses the question if an accurate estimation of
MEV can be used to adapt the personal security parameter k of merchants, in
periods with high MEV value, accordingly.

The choice of the security parameter k, which determines the number of re-
quired confirmation blocks until a payment can safely be considered confirmed,
has been studied in a variety of works. Rosenfeld [32] showed that, although wait-
ing for more confirmations exponentially decreases the probability of successful
attacks, no amount of confirmations will reduce the success rate of attacks to
0 in the probabilistic security model of PoW, and that there is nothing special
about the often-cited figure of k = 6 confirmations. Sompolinsky and Zohar [34]
defined different acceptance policies with different error probabilities and use-
cases. According to [34] an acceptance policy that is resilient to a double spend
anywhere in the chain cannot rely on a static parameter k, but has to be loga-
rithmic in the chain’s current length. Garay, Kiayias and Leonardos [17] defined
the security parameter k, after which a transaction can be considered part of
the common prefix, as a function of the security parameter of the hash function
(κ), the typical number of consecutive rounds for which a statement would hold,
and the probability of at least one honest party finding a valid PoW in a round.

In spite of these well-founded theoretical results under honest majority as-
sumptions, in practice there is no global and agreed-upon security parameter k
for prevalent PoW cryptocurrencies. Instead merchants choose their individual
k on a best-practice basis, taking their individual economical risk into account.
Therefore, the question on how to define and estimate the extractable value
is also practically relevant in those scenarios, when the choice of the personal
security parameter k is based on economically rational considerations.
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2 Economic Rationality and Extractable Value

Rationality depends on the criteria which should be optimized. This could be
reward in terms of cryptocurrency units in some PoW cryptocurrency, or a more
abstract criteria such as the overall robustness of the cryptocurrency ecosystem.
We start out with a simplified definition of economic rationality to model the
preferences of actors or parties3 within the system. Hereby, actors are divided
into two disjoint sets: miners (M) and users (U), whereM∪ U = P. Whenever,
we refer to rational within this work, we refer to the definition of economically
rational in R:

Definition 1 (Economically rational in R ). An actor (i) is economically
rational, with respect to a finite non-empty set of resources Ri := {R0, R1, . . . },
when it is his single aim to maximize his profits measured in these resources. To
also map the individual preferences of an actor regarding this set of resources,
the quantities of all resources from that actor are converted into value units.
Therefore, from the perspective of an actor i each resource R is a tuple 〈r, e〉
consisting of: The quantity r the actor i holds in the respective resource; and
the individual exchange rate e for the conversion in value units which reflect the
individual preference of that actor.

A quantity of a certain resource 〈r, e〉, which is optimized by a rational actor
(indexed by i), is denoted as fi(r, e). This function returns the value units, also
referred to as funds, actor i has in r, calculated using his individual exchange
rate e for r. If the exchange rates are the same for every party, or clear from the
context, they can also be omitted. For practical purposes and to aid compara-
bility, we will use normalized block rewards of a reference resource (e.g., Bitcoin
block rewards including average fees) as value unit in which all funds are de-
noted. Therefore, all exchange rates of other resources convert their respective
quantities into normalized block rewards of the reference resource.

In other words, value units can also be thought of as fiat currency, which
in turn can be received in exchange for cryptocurrency units. If not stated dif-
ferently, all parties care about the same set of resources and the exchange rate
for each resource is globally defined (e.g., by an exchange service) and thus
the same for every actor. This means, for the simplest case where all parties
only care about one resource and have the same global exchange rate, we have:
∀i ∈ P (|Ri| = 1 ∧ ei ∈ Ri = eglobal), where the valuation of an actor i is given by
fi(r, e), or abbreviated just fi(r). We start our evaluation with such a scenario.

Summing up: By our definition of economic rationality actors want to maxi-
mize their overall funds (valuation) from all their resources, which are measured
in value units, i.e., fi(R) =

∑
j∈R fi(rj).

3 Within the field of game theory the term players is commonly used.
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2.1 Miner Extractable Value

To calculate the gain or profit an actor has made within a block, or a chain
of blocks c, it is essential to estimate the costs as well as the extractable value
for the respective actor. This has been done in previous works [10, 31] mostly
by analyzing past Ethereum blocks, while looking for profitable trades on the
blockchain in retrospect. The gathered data was then also used when analyzing
how to automatically detect and exploit such trading situations [38, 40]. In this
context, the term miner extractable value (first introduced by Daian et al. [10])
was informally used to describe the value which can be extracted by a miner by
including a certain transaction in terms of fees, or guaranteed profits through
token arbitrage. We now provide a definition within the context of our model
and in accordance to the literature. Therefore, we first focus on a scenario where
we assume that there is only one resource, as well as one exchange rate, which
is the same for every actor.

Definition 2 (Miner Extractable Value MEV(c)). The miner-extractable
value MEV(c), describes the total value (denominated in value units), which
can be generated (or extracted) by a miner from a sequence of transactions τ ,
included and thus mined in the respective chain of blocks c, which is part of the
main chain.

Hereby, the total extractable value depends on the type of optimization the miner
is performing. If transactions are only ordered by fee, the miner extractable value
can be expressed as the “usual” mining reward from fees and block rewards i.e.,

MEV(c) := Fee(c) + BlockReward(c) (1)

If value from received transactions, rewards from performed token arbitrage
and order optimization, should also be considered, then this calculation has to
be extended by the respective income opportunities, e.g., income from received
transaction or attacks. In other words, this rather general definition of MEV
describes the value (i.e., the reward) which can be extracted by a miner, extended
by additional revenue opportunities originating from the capabilities to interact
with the system the miner is tasked to validate. This leads to the question: What
possibilities to extract value are available to miners and what interactions is a
miner capable of, or willing to perform?

This question already outlines the first issue why the concrete amount of
MEV is difficult to generalize, as it is dependent on the type of value extraction
optimization performed by a miner. Hereby, the possibilities reach from simple
fee optimization techniques, like selecting the transactions which provide the
highest fees, over order optimization (for example, attempting to maximize gas
consumption in smart contracts), to participating in sophisticated front running
attacks. Therefore, we can make the following observation:

Observeration 1. The miner extractable value (MEV) is different for every
miner depending on received/sent transactions and the optimization techniques
a certain miner is capable and willing to perform.
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In other words, there may exist a miner m1 that has a higher MEV than a
miner m2 because he has received a large incoming payment transaction in the
same sequence of transactions τ ∈ c, i.e., MEVm1(c) > MEVm2(c) . Therefore,
miner m2 may be more willing to participate in an attack which changes the
past blocks c than the miner m1.

2.2 Extractable Value

Since not all attacks (or more generally, ways to maximize profit) necessarily
require the capabilities of a miner, the given definition of MEV does not capture
these. front running attacks for example, can be performed by actors which do
not necessarily have to be miners themselves, but can be users instead. From
their perspective the definition of MEV does not apply, as they are not capable
of mining a block on their own (as they have zero hashrate).

Observeration 2. The definition of MEV is focused on miners and does not
capture opportunities for users to extract (more) value from a certain sequence
of transactions τ than from another sequence of transactions τ ′.

In contrast to MEV, blockchain extractable value (BEV) [31], was previously
described in a broader context and thus also refers to the value extractable by
different forms of front running attacks which are not necessarily performed by
miners. As recent analysis [10, 31, 38, 40, 36] show, front running is performed
by bots, which bid for an early slot in a block by raising the miner extractable
transaction fee4. However, these earlier discussions regarding BEV [31] omit
a precise definition, which we provide in the general form of extractable value
(EVx), for the amount that is extractable by any given actor x from a given
blockchain c, or sequence of transactions τ .

Definition 3 (Extractable Value EVx(·)). The extractable value EVx(·),
describes the total value, which can be generated (or extracted), by actor x from
a transaction, or sequence of transactions τ , if it is included and thus mined in
the respective chain of blocks c, which is part of the main chain.

Using this definition of extractable value, the miner extractable value can also
be defined as EVm(c) of any miner m ∈ M. As with miner extractable value,
the extractable value of different actors x and y for the same chain of blocks c
can also be different. Again EVx(c) and EVy(c) depend on whether they have
received, or sent, transactions within this chain or not. If x has more incoming
payments for example, then EVx(c) > EVy(c).

In other words, observation 2 shows that MEV is just a way to extract value
which can be executed by a subset of actors i.e., miners. Since we also know from
observation 1 that there is no globally unique MEV, which is the same for all

4 In Ethereuem the extractable fee is a combination of gasPrice multiplied by
gasUsed.
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miners, the same argument can also be extended to EV. So there also cannot be
a globally unique EV, that is the same for all actors. The question is if the EV
can be meaningfully estimated, or bounded? Assume we have two parties x and
y, where y wants to estimate the extractable value of x for a certain chain c. If
y wants to estimate EVx(c), then this means y has to attribute all transactions
generating value for x in c correctly. If the respective actor x pseudonymously
performs and receives transactions under various different addresses (or in other
privacy preserving ways like shielded transactions in Zcash [24, 19]), this hampers
the correct estimation of EVx(c) for any third party y which does not know which
transactions belong to a certain actor.

Observeration 3. If there are transactions in c that are not uniquely at-
tributable to other parties from the perspective of actor y, then the upper bound
of the EVx(c) for a certain actor x is the total value transferred by those non-
attributable transactions.

This means, for known finite chains of blocks in certain cryptocurrencies where
the overall value that has been transferred is observable, the extractable value
can be upper-bounded in retrospect as soon as the respective chain is known.

Note that, even if all transactions can be correctly contributed to an actor,
the exact effect of an outgoing transaction on the EV in a smart contract capable
cryptocurrency is still difficult to measure. Generally, all outgoing transactions
reduce the EV, as the miner loses funds. Although, if the outgoing transaction
is a guaranteed profit token arbitrage, or other profitable type of front running,
the EV might very well increase. We omit the details of analyzing the EV of a
particular transaction in a smart contract capable cryptocurrency and refer to
a strain of research dealing with this topic [10, 38, 40, 36, 39].

2.3 Expected Extractable Value

So far we have only considered the extractable value of past blocks in retrospect
(MEV(c)), or blocks and transactions under the assumption that they eventually
will make it into the main chain (EVx(c), or EVx(τ)). Hereby, we did not account
for the probability with which the estimated value can be extracted. As mining
in prevalent cryptocurrencies is a stochastic process, getting a certain chain
accepted into the common-prefix depends on several factors - one of which being
the hashrate that supports a given chain5. Therefore, it is more appropriate to
refer to the expected extractable value (EEV) when comparing potential/future
rewards of mining strategies, pending blocks or forks.

Definition 4 (Expected Extractable Value EEVx(·)). The expected ex-
tractable value EEVx(·), describes the total value, which can be generated (or
extracted), on expectation by actor x using a certain strategy which produces a
transaction, sequence of transactions (τ), or blocks (c) that later become part of
the main chain with some probability.

5 Another one being propagation times, but we will ignore that for now.
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To maximize the EEV, actors will pick an according strategy.

Definition 5 (Strategy for miners). A strategy for miners is a recipe for
creating a sequence of main chain blocks (and thus transactions) with some prob-
ability.

We define the strategy Honest for miners as the process of always extending
the currently known longest (heaviest) chain and immediately publishing and
forwarding every found block and transaction. If every miner plays Honest
and has a constant hashrate, then this results in an infinitely repeated game,
in which every miner receives exactly the reward that is proportional to his
hashrate. Therefore, Honest satisfies ideal chain quality, as the percentage of
blocks in the blockchain of every actor is exactly proportional to their individual
hashing power [15]. We assume that this is the desired ideal state in which
the system should be and thus the goal of the mechanism design. Moreover, it is
more-or-less the empirically observed behavior of miners as serious deviations are
rarely observed in mainstream cryptocurrencies6. Therefore, we initially compare
attacks against this optimal behaviour of all actors7.

Definition 6 (The strategy RHonest ). We define the strategy Honest for
miners in the cryptocurrency R, as the process of always extending the currently
known longest (heaviest) chain and immediately publishing and forwarding every
found block and transaction.

Assume a miner x that does not receive or send any transactions (despite
collecting rewards from mined blocks), and that the extractable value is given
in normalized block rewards (including fees) as a value unit. Then if everybody
acts Honest, the strategy Honest for a chain for unconfirmed blocks c̄, would
have the EEV depicted in equation 2. The strategy would be profitable if the
mining costs (costsmining) for mining the respective number of blocks is lower
than the EEV. This also assumes that the hashrate (px) of actor x is common
knowledge and static for the duration of the evaluation.

EEVx

(
RHonest(c)

)
:= |c| · px (2)

ρx := EEVx

(
RHonest(c)

)
− cmining · |c| (3)

If the respective actor x also performs and receives transactions, and all of them
are uniquely attributable to x, then expected extractable value has to be ex-
tended by the extractable value from those transactions. This would require to

6 As an analysis of Bitcoin shows [20], miners more-or-less stick to the rules despite
preferring transactions with higher fees and smaller blocks for faster propagation

7 Note that, in a model with constant hashrate and difficulty, deviations like selfish
mining [13], only increase the relative reward of an actor compared to others and not
the absolute reward over time [33, 29]. So in a constant difficulty model, selfish mining
would not be more profitable over time than ordinary mining. This observation also
holds in a model with variable difficulty until the difficulty is adjusted. In Bitcoin
for example, this happens roughly every two weeks (2016 blocks).
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add an additional EVx (c̄) to the EEV. As we are in a scenario where all actors
act Honest, no malicious forks8 will happen and thus, we can use the EV to
refer to the value extractable of x from a given chain c̄ (excluding all mining
rewards).

Apart from such simple toy examples, estimating the expected extractable
value becomes more involved, as soon as different attacks and their probabilities
and consequences should be captured.

Observeration 4. The likelihood of a certain successful profit oriented inter-
action (e.g., successful front running transaction, or one-block fork) influences
the EEV.

As there is plenty of possible attacks, we cannot cover them all and refer to the
related research on estimating the success probability in such cases [32, 34, 40,
18, 27]. For the rest of the paper we want to focus on the potential economic
consequences of such large scale attacks and their relation to the EEV, while
accounting for all future rewards.

3 Estimation of EEV in the Context of Attacks

We now want to look at the question how the expected extractable value can be
estimated in the presence of attacks and especially their economic consequences.
Therefore, we view the cryptocurrency R from a game theoretic standpoint and
model it as an infinitely repeated game. But first we describe how the EEV
can be used to compare different strategies against each other. The question
whether any attack strategy is profitable for some actor x, can be summarized
by comparing the EEV as well as the costs of the attack against the behavior
intended by the protocol designer, i.e., the strategy Honest, for that actor.

EEVx

(
RAttack

)
− costsRAttack > EEVx

(
RHonest

)
− costsRHonest (4)

In other words, if a deviation form the Honest strategy is more profitable, then
this strategy is economically rational. Here the costs can also incorporate poten-
tial losses of value of already accumulated resources due to negative consequences
of the attack on the exchange rate of those resources.

The security and incentive compatibility of a cryptocurrency can thus be
ensured if the following condition holds at any time:

∀i ∈ P
(
EEVi

(
RAttack

)
− costsRAttack < EEVi

(
RHonest

)
− costsRHonest

)
(5)

Formula 4 can also be described as a version of the formula provided by Böhme
in a presentation [2]:

uP (w(P ))− c(P ) > uP̄
(
w(P̄ )

)
− c(P̄ ) + s(P̄ ) (6)

8 With the simplifying assumption that no two blocks can be mined at the same time.
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Hereby, P denotes the strategy of following the original protocol, whereas P̄
stands for the worst of all other actions (attacks). The function u(·) provides the
utility and thereby reflects the real-world preference of an implicit actor which is
not explicitly denoted. The function w(·) provides the wealth in protocol coins,
which could potentially be reduced by the costs c(·) of launching the attack.
There may also be a side-payment (bribe) s(·) to compensate for this loss.

Observeration 5. The expected extractable value, as well as the utility of an
actor, describe the extractable gain from a certain strategy. Thus in terms of
game theory, the utility of an actor as well as the EEV are equivalent and can
be used as synonyms.

In our model a side-payment, or “bribe”, can be expressed as part of the EEV
e.g., as an incoming payment that is only valid on the chain desired by the at-
tacker (hence conditional). This illustrates that (side-)payments can influence the
incentives of actors. If the EEV of an attack is large enough to overcompensate
for the induced costs, an attacker can use a portion of his profit to bribe other
miners in the hope that they will mine on the attack chain. Using side-payments
any economically rational actor can be incentivized to support an attack. The
question directly related to EEV is: How large does such a side-payment have to
be to incentivize illicit activity of other actors. To address this question we also
have to take into account potential future EEV (or payoffs/rewards in terms of
game theory) and the reduction of such, in case of an event that reduced the
exchange rate for the attacked resource, i.e., a value loss.

3.1 Single Resource R

We now want to compare potential future EEV and thus the overall payoff for
different strategies. From a game-theoretic point of view, we model a cryptocur-
rency as an infinitely repeated game with discounting9. Therefore, we have to
define a discount factor δ ∈ (0, 1), which specifies the preference of either imme-
diate or future rewards. If δ is close to 0 immediate rewards are preferred. If δ
is close to 1 future rewards are almost as good as immediate rewards. If δ = 0
we would have a single-shot game as there would not be any future reward. To
account for mining shares and δ, we have to extend our definition of a resource:

Definition 7 (A resource R). From the perspective of an actor i each resource
R is a quadruple 〈r, e, p, δ〉 consisting of: The quantity r the actor i holds in the
respective resource. The exchange rate e for the conversion in value units which
reflect the individual preference of that actor. A parameter p which represents
the power (e.g., hashrate) of that actor in this resource, which is used together
with a discount factor δ to denote expected future rewards in that resource.

9 Pass et al. [30] pointed out that PoW blockchains cannot stop, so they have to run
infinitely long.
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As the payoffs in an infinite game create a geometric series (px + px · δ+ px ·
δ2 + px · δ3 . . . ), the payoff for the first n rounds can be written as:

rn :=
pi · (1− δn)

1− δ
(7)

This can be rewritten as a closed form formula for the infinite case since δn goes
to 0 as n goes to infinity. Thus the EEV for a single actor x with hashrate px ≤ 1
in our infinite game, where every actor plays Honest, can be approximated by:

EEVx(RHonest(∞)) :=
px

1− δ
(8)

This estimation again denotes the EEV in normalized block rewards as a value
unit (with e = 1) and assumes that the hashrate of actor x remains static in
relation to the hashrates of all other actors.

We now want to compare this payoff to another strategy which requires a
different (attack) action once and then falls back to the original honest behavior,
but with a potential negative consequence on future rewards as the exchange rate
has dropped. This is comparable to a grim trigger strategy in infinitely repeated
games, although in our case the environment executes the grim trigger strategy
by devaluing the global exchange rate (e < 1).

In our scenario, ε is the one-time side-payment to motivate the deviation and
e is the value loss in terms of a drop in exchange rate, which of course also has
the same negative impact on future EEV and thus must also be accounted for in
all potential future mining rewards if the loss is (in the worst case) permanent.

EEVx(RAttack(∞)) := ε+
δ · px · e

1− δ
(9)

As we are only interested in an approximation, we abstract the particular suc-
cess probability calculations to evaluate the likelihood of a single attack being
successful. Furthermore, we omit the loss of blocks a miner potentially faces if
the chain he contributed to becomes stale. If known, this value can be included
by adding it to the required bribe ε.

We now want to estimate how high this one-time side-payment ε has to be
to incentivize a one-time deviation form the Honest strategy with permanent
consequence on e for a mainstream cryptocurrency. Therefore, we first have to
define some plausible range for the discount factor δ miners might have in prac-
tice. Figure 1 shows the normalized block reward after a certain number of passed
blocks for different values of δ and a hashrate of p = 0.1. It can be observed that
a relatively high value δ = 0.99995 is needed already to approximate (within a
5% margin) the average income in normalized block rewards after one Bitcoin
difficulty period (2016 blocks). For a far sighted miner that has a one to two
year interest in Bitcoin a δ = 0.999999 would suffice to be within a margin of
5% of the average number of normalized block rewards after two years.

Now that we have picked some plausible values for δ, we can approximate the
required total side-payment ε that would be required to change the incentives of
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Fig. 1: The average block rewards received by a miner with p = 0.1, compared to the infinite game
rewards for the same miner with different values for δ. All rewards are given in normalized block
rewards.

participating miners with different hashrates. Therefore, we compare the EEV
of honest behavior with the EEV of the attack. Assuming the costs of mining in
both cases are identical, the EEV of the attack has to be more profitable than
the honest behavior.

So far we have not taken into account that miners could also hold funds
(fx(r)), which are distinct from hashrate (which describes future gains given
out as currency units). Since a successful attack will lead to a potential drop in
the exchange rate, we have to consider this for all future rewards, as well as all
funds the miner is currently holding. Equation 12 compares the two strategies
under the assumption that there is only one resource (r) the respective miner
cares about. Hereby, the hashrate is viewed as some share in the protocol which
provides future rewards in the respective cryptocurrency (in r) proportional to
the size of the share.

EEVx(RHonest(∞)) :=
p

1− δ
+ fx(r) (10)

EEVx(RAttack(∞)) := ε+
δ · p · e
1− δ

+ fx(r, e) (11)

EEVx(RHonest(∞)) < EEVx(RAttack(∞)) (12)

Solving equation 12 for ε, we can calculate the required side-payment for the
following example: To compensate a five percent value drop (e = 0.95) for a
miner with zero funds (fx(r) = 0) and 10% hashrate (p = 0.1), a side-payment
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in approximately the size of 500 times the normalized block reward is needed
(if δ = 0.99999). If the side-payment itself is performed in r, and thus subject
to the same value drop of 5% as well, then ≈ 527 times the normalized block
reward is required as a side-payment.

Although theoretically possible, such high bribes in the size of hundreds, or
thousands of normalized block rewards appear unlikely in practice from a current
stand point. Moreover, for an attack to be economically viable for an attacker, he
would have to perform a double-spend of a transaction which is much larger than
the required overall side-payments. Ideally the attacker himself (as well as the
victim) does not possess any hashrate in the targeted cryptocurrency, such that
his personal future income will not be negatively affected by the consequences
of the attack, i.e., drop in exchange rate. Moreover, the attacker is advised
to use all his funds in r in the double-spend transaction to further minimize
the negative effects on the exchange rate. The leftovers from the double-spend,
after subtracting the required side-payments to incentivize a sufficient portion
of the hashrate to support the attack chain, could be viewed as profit from
his individual perspective. So for such an attack to work, funds would have to
be unevenly distributed amongst actors and an individual payment must only
be limited by the available overall supply of the respective resource. Then the
amount of a double-spend can theoretically be high enough that the excess profit
of the attacker can be used to bribe a majority of miners to support an attack
chain.

Observeration 6. In a scenario where there is only one cryptocurrency/resource
miners care about, the side-payment necessary to incentivize a deviation has to
account for potentially lost blocks in the fork chain, the drop in exchange rate
on all currently held funds, on the side-payment, as well as all future rewards.

3.2 Multiple Resources R

The analysis so far assumed that all actors only care about the same single re-
source, i.e., cryptocurrency, and express their extractable value in normalized
block rewards of this resource. The resulting question is, what if there are multi-
ple resources and not all actors necessarily care about the same set of resources
to a comparable degree?

To approach this question, we modify equation 12 to estimate the EEV for
the honest strategy, as well as for the attack strategy, by accounting for all
potential resources, e.g., cryptocurrencies, a party might care about. Hereby,
we model the hashrates of parties {px0 , px1 , px2 , . . . } as a part of each resource
which defines the share of future rewards an actor will receive in the respective re-
source. Additionally there is a set of δ values for each resource {δx0

, δx1
, δx2

, . . . }.
Moreover, in this scenario a bribe does not necessarily have to be paid in the
resource where the attack action should happen, thus several bribes are possible
{ε0, ε1, ε2, . . . }. If no bribe should be paid in a cryptocurrency, the bribe is set
to the expected reward for one round in the respective resource.
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EEVx(RHonest(∞)) :=

|R|∑
j=1

(
pxj

1− δxj

)
+

|R|∑
j=1

fx(rj) (13)

EEVx(RAttack(∞)) :=

|R|∑
j=1

(
εj · ej +

δj · pxj
· ej

1− δxj

)
+

|R|∑
j=1

fx(rj , ej) (14)

Compared to the single resource case in Section 3.1 the multi-resource case now
allows actors to escape certain negative consequences on the exchange rate e0,
e.g., by moving their hashrate to another permissionless PoW cryptocurrency
(R1). This of course only works if the miner’s hardware can also be efficiently
used in the other cryptocurrency and e1 is not affected to the same degree, or
generally much lower to begin with (e1 ≥ e0 and δ1 ≥ δ0). If also current holdings
in resources can be transferred to other resources through exchange services,
then in the worst case it may be possible to evade all negative consequences from
attacks on a certain resource R0. To which degree such negative consequences can
be evaded depends on several factors: The availability of adequate alternatives,
the type of the attack, as well as how fast resources can be moved and exchange
rates adopt (cf. [3]).

If such evasion techniques are possible, this raises an interesting question
from a game theoretic point of view. The previously infinitely repeated game,
now becomes a finite game, as actors can leave the system at will. Therefore, the
option to defect in the (personally) last round of the (now) finite game suddenly
becomes and economically rational strategy.

Observeration 7. If appropriate alternative resources exist, parties can evade
negative attack consequences on their overall EEV, by moving their assets to
another less, or even positively affected resource. Thereby, the once infinite game
becomes finite from their perspective.

We provide some visual examples for this multi-resource model in Appendix A,
by comparing the EEV before a certain event with the EEV after the event.
These examples further illustrate, that miners who are tied to a cryptocurrency
due to their specific mining hardware, have a higher incentive not to risk neg-
ative consequences on the exchange rate of that cryptocurrency. If switching to
another equally, or more profitable alternative is possible though, attacks be-
come more attractive. This highlights, that in an environment in which multiple
cryptocurrencies co-exist and represent alternative resources to each other, the
EEV cannot be estimated by looking at a single resource/cryptocurrency alone.
Especially since cryptocurrencies can be created at any point in time, for exam-
ple through forks, changing the overall cryptocurrency landscape and potentially
affecting the exchange rates of existing cryptocurrencies in one, or the other way.

Observeration 8. In the multi-cryptocurrency environment where new re-
sources can be created, the EEV can be influenced by these new resources,
since the set of available resources for actors changes. Thereby, providing new
alternatives, or modifying existing exchange rates and discount factors.
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This problem of considering out-of-band income streams in economic secu-
rity models of permissionless PoW cryptocurrencies, is also nicely illustrated
by various bribing, or algorithmic incentive manipulation attacks which utilize
out-of-band payments [4, 35, 28, 22, 23] as well as other economic arguments re-
garding the incentive structure of such systems [14, 7].

4 Discussion

The observations in this paper highlight that accurately estimating the EEV of
a particular miner is impossible, even when knowing all transactions belonging
to this miner, as well as all current preferences regarding cryptocurrencies and
resources the respective miner cares about and to which degree. There are two
major reasons for this: First, it is not possible to predict the actions taken by
other actors interacting with the system by issuing transactions which either
directly, or indirectly affect the respective miner x, or the exchange rate of a
resource. Second, if miner x is open for accepting payments or new resources
(e.g., validator roles which provide future incomes), then the fact that new cryp-
tocurrencies can be forked, or created at any point in time (with a free choice
of rules and distribution of funds) provides new possibilities of income to x. As
even the sheer existence of new cryptocurrencies can have a negative affect on
the valuation of existing cryptocurrencies, this can also influence the EEV of x.
Even more so, if the rules of the newly created cryptocurrencies are designed in
a way that actively harm existing ones, as outlined in [21].

In other words, precisely calculating the EEV of a miner x is impossible even
with perfect information on the current global state. Nevertheless, it may still be
possible to approximate the EEV, if the number of possibly available resources
R, the computational capabilities of actors, as well as their overall number, can
be meaningfully bounded. As cryptocurrencies provide the possibility to virtually
create new resource at any point in time, this can technically not be prevented
in practice. It is therefore questionable, if economic security models of permis-
sionless cryptocurrencies that take the interplay between multiple resources into
account, will be able to produce satisfactory security guarantees, compared to
the high standards regarding security proofs that we are used to, for our crypto-
graphic primitives, formally verified smart contracts, or classical Byzantine fault
tolerant consensus systems.

This leaves us with the open question on how to best include economic con-
siderations into the choice of the security parameter k determining the number
of required confirmation blocks. In Section 4.1 we show a simple workaround
that relieves us from the burden of correctly determining the right value for k.

4.1 The Let’s Go Shopping Defense

We now describe a simple defensive strategy a merchant M can use to transfer
the risk of choosing an insufficient security parameter kM , to another merchant
W . In our scenario we, assume that merchant M offers some quantity v of re-
source r for sail to a customer C. For this technique to work, we need to assume
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that there exists a merchant W with an already defined security parameter kW .
Furthermore, merchant W offers some easily tradable good/resource r′ that is
purchasable in arbitrary quantity and also stable in price. Then merchant M can
now choose his kM such that kM > kW , and immediately use all received funds
directly to acquire r′. Therefore, M has to create a transaction txM that imme-
diately uses all funds that were used by the customer to purchase r. In other
words the transaction of M builds up on the transaction of C, i.e., txC → txM .
In an UTXO model cryptocurrency this can be achieved by using the respective
UTXO as input, whereas in an account based model a dedicated account has to
be created to handle the purchase10. Technically, in most prevalent cryptocur-
rencies txC and txM can even be part of the same block if included in the right
order and if M broadcasts txM immediately after observing txC in P2P network.

Using this technique, merchant M can be sure to receive vr′ before he has to
hand out vr. If now transaction txC is double-spent, or otherwise is invalidated
so will be txM , but at that point either M has not yet handed out vr, or already
received vr′ . In both cases M does not face any direct damage from an attack.

5 Conclusion

We have shown that MEV is a special form of value extractable by miners, and
that there is a difference between the extractable value that is computed in ret-
rospect. In contrast, expected extractable value (EEV) is also forward looking
and takes the probability of events influencing it into account. Further we have
shown that estimating the EEV of any actor x is hard or even impossible in
practice as we have to deal with imperfect information. The EEV depends on
several factors: Transactions affecting x, which reach from incoming and outgo-
ing regular payments, over bribes, to front running and arbitrage opportunities,
as well as all consequences of actions affecting the valuation of assets in different
resources actor x cares about. The difficulty to accurately estimate the EEV is
further amplified by the fact that new cryptocurrencies might pop up, increasing
the set of resources actors care about, or putting pressure on existing cryptocur-
rencies. Although, theoretically workable, a rather unsatisfactory workaround is
described to transfer the risk of choosing an insufficiently large security param-
eter k to another merchant. In the wake of more and more attacks that exploit
aspects of the economic rationally of actors (like for example front running), a
better understanding of the economic interplay between such actors, as well as
cryptocurrency systems as a whole, is desperately required to more accurately
model the security grantees of prevalent permissionless cryptocurrencies under
such economical considerations and attacks. If the lack of descriptive models
(which take practical economic considerations into account) persists, we have to
ask ourselves if economic incentives in permissionless cryptocurrencies can ever
produce satisfactory security grantees, our just occasionally worked “better in
practice, than in theory” for a while.

10 Alternatively a smart contract can be used to execute any future trade immediately,
but we ignore this possibility for now.
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A Illustration of Different Events and their Consequences
Fig. 2: Visual illustration of different events and their consequences on a participant with R :=
{r0, r1}. The total valuation of a participant before the respective event is normalized to 1. This
means that the values for the initial exchange rates are e0,1 = 1 (s.t. f(r0,1, 1) = r0,1), and that δ is
static and thus ignored (δ0,1 = 0). In other words expected future rewards where already accounted
for in the relation between p0,1 and r0,1, s.t. p0 + r0 + p1 + r1 = 1.

(a) A double-spend attack on a cryptocurrency
R0 from the perspective of a miner. Before:
The total expected future income from min-
ing is p0 = 0.2 and p1 = 0.5, in relation
to the currently held funds in r0 = 0.1 and
r1 = 0.2. After : A double-spend of all avail-
able funds r0, leads to an additional gain of
r3 = 0.1 through the double-spend, but also
to negative consequences on the exchange rate
e′0 = 0.65. This drop is evaded by moving all
hashrate to R1, where the exchange rate remains
constant e′1 = 1. This leads to a gain of ex-
actly the exchange rate in R0 as the double-
spend funds cannot be moved without losses:
r0 · e′0 + (p0 + p1 + r1) · e′1 + r3 = 1.065

(b) A Goldfinger attack [26, 28, 5] on a cryp-
tocurrency R0 from the perspective of a miner.
Before: The total expected future income from
mining is p0 = 0.2 and p1 = 0.3, in relation
to the currently held funds in r0 = 0.05 and
r1 = 0.45.
After : The Goldfinger attack leads to a drop
in the exchnage rate in R0 of 50% (e′0 = 0.5),
while the exchange rate in R1 increses by 30%
(e′1 = 1.3). Due to the distribution of his current
holdings and expecet future income in those two
resources R1 and R2, at the end of the day m
profits more from the increase than he loses from
the decrease:
(p0 + r0) · e′0 + (p1 + r1) · e′1 = 1.1

(c) A fork of R0 into R0 and R1 from the
perspective of a miner. Before: The total ex-
pected future mining rewards are p0 = 0.85
while r0 = 0.15 come from current holdings.
After : The fork changes the exchange rate to
e′0 = 0.5, thus cutting the previous total valua-
tion in half and at the same time adds the funds
from the new resource r1 = r0 = 0.15 with an
exchange rate e′1 = 0.7. This leads to an overall
loss for the miner: (p0 + r0) · e′0 + r1 · e′1 = 0.605

(d) The same fork as in Figure 2c from the
perspective of a user. Before: There is no ex-
pected future income p0 = 0, thus 100% come
from current holdings in R0 (r0 = 1). After :
The forks changes the exchange rate to e′0 = 0.5,
thus cutting the previous total valuation in half,
but at the same time adds the funds from the
new resource r1 = r0 = 1 with an exchange rate
e1 = 0.7. This leads to a surplus of 0.2 for the
user in this case: (p0 + r0) · e′0 + r1 · e′1 = 1.2

(e) An attack on a R0 from the perspective of
a miner. Before: The total expected future in-
come from mining is p0 = 0.8, while r0 = 0.2
come from current holdings. After : An attack
with negative consequences on the exchange rate
e′0 = 0.9 is depicted leading to a loss for the
miner:
(p0 + r0) · e′0 = 0.9

(f) The same attack as Figure 2e, but in this
case the funds r0 = 0.2 can be transferred to an
alternative cryptocurrency R1 in which no value
loss occures (e′1 = 1). Furthermore, a bribe ε =
0.1 is payed in r1 to the miner to accommodate
for the induced losses. In this case the miner
would have surplus, although his hashrate p0 is
non-transferable. (p0+r0)·e′0+(r1+ε)·e′1 = 1.02
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B Methods to Optimize Extractable Value

In this section, we want to classify the different ways in which the (expected)
extractable value can be optimized by users as well as miners. Thereby, we
build upon previous classifications [12, 31, 23]. For our classification, we divide all
attempts into two major categories, namely intrusive methods and unobtrusive
methods:

Unobtrusive methods , which do not interfere with consensus, i.e., require
no forks and thus have also been termed no-fork attacks [23]. Some of these
attacks can therefore be executed by miners as well as users. This category can
be further separated into:

– Passive no-fork attack, approaches which do not require the creation of
transactions. There attacks require hashrate, i.e., can only be executed by
miners. Examples are:

• Passive no-fork order optimization [9], in which the ordering which pro-
vides the highest value (e.g., in terms of fees) is selected without creating
new transactions. Another possibility, would be to intentionally order
transactions such that they consume the most gas in Ethereum.

• No-fork exclusion attacks [28, 22, 37], in which a transaction is not in-
cluded into a block because there is a revenue opportunity for the miner
in this case e.g., due to a side payment (bribe or AIM attack), or because
he himself is then able to profit directly e.g., by winning an auction.

– Active no-fork attack, approaches which do require the creation of addi-
tional transactions. Examples are:

• Active no-fork order optimization [9], in which not only the ordering
which provides the highest value in terms of fees is selected, but also
additional transactions are created to collect value if needed, e.g., a
guaranteed profit opportunity through arbitrage is observed, or an any-
on-can-spend output is observed. These attacks can only be executed by
miners.

• Active no-fork exclusion attacks, in which other transactions are excluded
by broadcasting sufficiently many high priority transactions (e.g., with
high fee) to fill all available space in blocks. An example would be the
Fomo3D exploitation [1]. This approach has also been referred to as
clogging [31], or transaction triggering [23]. Attacks in this category can
be executed by every actors that can created or incentivize sufficiently
many transactions.
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Intrusive methods , which require interference with consensus i.e., a fork.
These attacks require the active participation of actors with hashrate (i.e., min-
ers). These can be further separated into:

– Deep-fork attacks, where a fork with depth of at least ` exceeding a secu-
rity parameter kV of some victim V is necessary (i.e., ` > kV ). The victim
defines kV [16, 34] and it refers to its required number of confirmation blocks
for accepting transactions11. In other words, the victim indirectly defines the
required minimum fork length ` by his choice of kV .
• Double-Spending attack [32, 11], in which a transaction is revised and

the amount is transferred back to the original sender s.t., the sender can
spend the same amount twice.

– Near-fork attacks, where the required fork depth is not dependent on kV ,
but forks might be required. In other words, the attacker defines the gap kgap
(which can be smaller than kV ) he wants to overcome.12 Examples are:
• Near-fork Undercutting attack [8], in which the miner forks the latest

block or blocks to mine the included transactions himself.
• Near-fork exclusion attack [28, 22, 37], which is basically the same as

the no-fork exclusion attack, but in this case the extractable value for
excluding a transaction is large enough to incentivize a near-fork. An
early variant of this has also been termed feather forking [6].

• Near-fork time bandit attack [9], in which the attacker re-orders trans-
actions which have already been included in a block in retrospect. Since
the point in time when this reordering happens in independent of the
individual security parameter (kV ) of a given transaction, this type of
attack can be categorized as a near-fork attack.

11 We emphasize that each transaction has a recipient (and thus a potential victim
with an individual kV ), in practice there is no global security parameter k which
holds for all transactions.

12 The length of kgap also depends on the attacker’s resources and willingness to succeed
(e.g., to exclude a certain block).


